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November 2021

Reporting Tips for
Tableau
Revert Button - If at any time you wish
to return to the original delivered view of
a dashboard, simply click on "Revert" at
the bottom left of the dashboard.

Diabetes Clinical Pathway
For the inaugural issue of Analytics Monthly we would like to feature the Diabetes Clinical
Pathway since November is Diabetes Awareness Month. This pathway is available under the
care pathways tile on the Analytics Portal. This pathway has multiple reports that consolidate
many different metrics into one pathway.

Date Slider Bar - There are three ways
to adjust the date slider bar on a Tableau
dashboard.
1. Adjust the slider bar.

2. Click on the date and use the
calendar to select a date.

The pathway tracks all patients on the Diabetes registry who had a completed encounter in the
past three years. There are multiple tabs that displays visualizations for Practice/ Provider
metrics, HgA1C, Order Set Usage, Demographics, Prediabetes Patients, At Risk Patient
Screening, and Patient Details. There are various filters available to filter on the data that you are
looking for such as Medications and Comorbidities.
3. Type in the date.

This pathway has been instrumental for patient outreach for at risk patients.

November 2021

Reporting Tips for
Webi

EPIC Upgrade Reporting Highlight

Page Over – Some Webi reports have
multiple pages and you have to page
over to view the next page of data. The
“Page Over” button is in the lower right
had corner of your screen. 1+ indicates
that this report has more than one
page.

The next time you make changes to a report in Report Settings, you might notice the
following changes to the way you configure column widths:

On Nov. 7 the quarterly Epic Upgrade was completed. With this upgrade there is a
new option for column widths in report workbench settings.

▪
▪

The Width field is now tucked within a collapsible section that appears when
you select a column.
To better understand the status of columns in the report, new Icons appear in
the selected columns section. You can see at a glance when a column is
hidden in the report ot when it has an invalid width, like if the width is blank.

Refresh - Always check when the
report was last refreshed. By looking in
the lower right-hand corner you can
view the instance of the last refresh.

The next Webi WebEx class is
scheduled for:
December 16, 2021 10:00-12:00pm.
How do I sign up?
The Learning Curve (TLC), search
“Webi1.” Click “Register” and then
choose the date.
For any questions reach out to
Annamaria.kennedy@lvhn.org

Coming Soon: Analytics Monthly will feature the
following in the December issue:
▪
▪
▪

The Readmission Tableau Dashboard
More Analytics Tips
Scheduling a Webi report

Analytics Monthly would look great on your visibility wall or in a common staff area.

Print it, post it and encourage your colleagues

to read it and ask questions

